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Line spectral frequencies are poles and zeros of the glottal
driving-point impedance of a discrete matched-impedance
vocal tract model
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This correspondence demonstrates that the line spectral frequencies~LSFs! are the pole and zero
frequencies of the glottal driving-point impedance of a discrete matched-impedance vocal-tract
model. Several well-known characteristics of the LSFs, including the interlacing of pole and zero
frequencies, are shown to follow naturally from this proof. ©2000 Acoustical Society of America.
@S0001-4966~00!02307-9#
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INTRODUCTION

Linear prediction analysis is often used to calculate the
cross-sectional area function of a particular discrete, linear,
matched-impedance vocal-tract model. The discrete
matched-impedance model~DMI model! is a concatenated
tube model, of a length specified by the experimenter, in
which all terminations are lossless except for a single
matched-impedance termination at the glottis~Furui, 1989!.
The DMI model is useful primarily because, given an all-
pole estimate of the vocal-tract transfer function, the cross-
sectional areas of tube sections in the DMI model are unique,
and may be calculated using an efficient algorithm. The
model is often used in speech coding, synthesis, and recog-
nition systems whose designers wish to simulate speech pro-
duction without the cost of calculating a more accurate area
function.

The purpose of this letter is to demonstrate that the line
spectral frequencies~LSFs! are the poles and zeros of the
glottal driving-point impedance of the standard DMI model.
This new definition of the LSFs is more concise than the
standard definition, according to which the LSFs are the
resonances of two variants of the DMI model~Furui, 1989!.
The new definition also allows one to think about the LSFs
using a type of physical reasoning not previously applicable.
For example, many acousticians are aware of Foster’s reac-
tance theorem, which states that the poles and zeros of a
driving-point reactance alternate in frequency~Foster, 1924!.
Section III uses Foster’s reactance theorem to demonstrate a
concise alternative proof of the well-known and useful inter-
lacing property of the LSFs~Sugamura and Itakura, 1981;
Soong and Juang, 1984!.

This letter is organized as follows. Section I reviews the
definitions and mathematical properties of the DMI model
and of the LSFs. Section II proves that the glottal driving-
point impedance of the DMI model is a rational function of
the discrete-time transform variablez. Section III proves that
the LSFs are the pole and zero frequencies of the driving-
point impedance, and that the vocal-tract transfer function is

stable if and only if the poles and zeros alternate in fre-
quency.

I. BACKGROUND

During the production of oral vowels and glides, the
vocal tract may be modeled as a one-dimensional acoustic
resonator excited by a high-impedance volume velocity
source located at the glottis~O’Shaughnessy, 1987!. The
shape of the one-dimensional vocal-tract resonator is com-
monly approximated using a series of concatenated cylindri-
cal tubes, each of lengthl, and with varying cross-sectional
areasFn , as shown in Fig. 1~the derivations in this article
will assume an arbitrary number of tube sections; for conve-
nience, Fig. 1 shows only five tubes!. Let Ũn

1(s) denote the
forward-going volume velocity wave at the left end of the
nth such tube, and let2Ũn

2(s) denote the backward-going
wave at the right end of the same tube, wheres5s1 j V is
the complex frequency variable. The volume velocity at the
left end of thenth such tube,Ũ(2nl,s), is

Ũ~2nl,s!5Ũn
1~s!2e2sl/cŨn

2~s!, ~1!

and the acoustic pressure at the same point is

P̃n~s!5Zn@Ũn
1~s!1e2sl/cŨn

2~s!#, Zn[
rc

Fn
, ~2!

wherer is the density of air,c is the speed of sound, andZn

is called the characteristic impedance of thenth tube section.
By applying pressure and volume velocity continuity con-
straints at the boundary between tubesn andn11, it is pos-
sible to define a constant reflection coefficientkn such that

Ũn
1~s!5e2sl/c@~12kn!Ũn11

1 ~s!2knŨn
2~s!#, ~3!

Ũn11
2 ~s!5e2sl/c@~11kn!Ũn

2~s!1knŨn11
1 ~s!#, ~4!

where

kn5
Zn2Zn11

Zn1Zn11
. ~5!

a!Electronic mail: jhasegaw@uiuc.edu; telephone:11-217-333-0925.
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The vocal-tract model is terminated at the glottis by a mass-
less, frictionless piston driven by signalẼ(s), in parallel
with a passive termination element with impedanceZg . If Zg

is independent of frequency, the termination can be written
using a constant reflection coefficientkg

ŨN
1~s!5Ẽ~s!2kgŨN

2~s!e2sl/c, ~6!

whereN is the number of tube sections~e.g., Fig. 1 shows
the case in whichN55). The vocal tract is terminated at the
lips by radiation impedanceZ0 , which yields reflection co-
efficient k0

Ũ1
2~s!5k0Ũ1

1~s!e2sl/c. ~7!

Inspection of Eqs.~3! through~7! reveals that, in an undriven
system,Ũn

1(s) and Ũn
2(s) are periodic ins

Ũn
1~s!5Ũn

1~s6 j 2pmFs!, Fs[
c

2l
, m51,2,... , ~8!

and the same relation holds forŨn
2(s). Without loss of in-

formation, we may therefore define discrete-time transform
quantities Ũn

1(z), Ũn
2(z), P(n,z), and U(n,z). Furui

~1989! describes a number of different discrete-time imple-
mentations of Fig. 1; one of the most common implementa-
tions is the lattice filter structure shown in Fig. 2. For con-
venience of implementation, the relationship between the
discrete-time quantities in Fig. 2 and the corresponding
continuous-time quantities in Fig. 1 may be defined to in-
clude a constant delay and a constant scaling factor; thus,

Un
1~z!5G̃n~s!Ũn

1~s!us5Fs log z , ~9!

Un
2~z!5e2s/2FsG̃n~s!Ũn

2~s!us5Fs log z , ~10!

P~n,z!5G̃n~s!P̃~2nl,s!us5Fs log z , ~11!

U~n,z!5G̃n~s!Ũ~2nl,s!us5Fs log z , ~12!

where

G̃n~s![e2ns/2Fs)
i 51

n21

~12ki !. ~13!

The ‘‘speech signal’’ may be conveniently defined to be
the volume velocity which passes through the radiation im-
pedance elementZ0 , i.e.,

S̃~s!5~12k0!Ũ11
1~s!e2sl/c. ~14!

The transfer function of the vocal tract may be defined
as the ratio ofS̃(s) to the excitation signalẼ(s). During oral
vowels and glides, the transfer function is an all-pole func-
tion, with the form

T̃~s!5
S̃~s!

Ẽ~s!
5

1

Ã~s!
5 )

m51

` smsm*

~s2sm!~s2sm*
. ~15!

The discrete-time transfer function is likewise defined to be

T~z!5
S~z!

E~z!
5

1

A~z!
. ~16!

The roots ofÃ(s), sm5pBm1 j 2pFm , are the resonant fre-
quencies of the vocal tract; the roots ofA(z) are zm

5esm /Fs. This section considers two standard methods for
calculating the resonant frequencies: the series impedance
method, and the Levinson–Durbin recursion.

One of the most general methods for calculatingsm re-
quires cutting the vocal-tract resonator in half at some coor-
dinatexn , creating two half-resonators called the back cavity
(x,xn) and the front cavity (x.xn). The geometry of the
back cavity dictates a relationship between pressureP̃(xn ,s)
and flowŨ(xn ,s), and the geometry of the front cavity dic-
tates a second relationship. If these relationships are linear,
they may be expressed as a back-cavity impedanceZ̃b(xn ,s)
and a front-cavity impedanceZ̃f(xn ,s)

P̃~xn ,s!52Z̃b~xn ,s!Ũ~xn ,s!, ~17!

P̃~xn ,s!5Z̃f~xn ,s!Ũ~xn ,s!. ~18!

If xn is defined to be the left end of thenth tube section,
xn[2nl, then Eqs.~17! and~18! may also be written using
discrete-time impedances

P~n,z!52Zb~n,z!U~n,z!,
~19!

Zb~n,z![Z̃b~2nl,s!us5Fs log z ,

P~n,z!5Zf~n,z!U~n,z!,
~20!

Zf~n,z![Z̃f~2nl,s!us5Fs log z .

The pressure and flow atxn52nl must satisfy Eqs.~19! and
~20! simultaneously. Solving, we find thatU(n,z) can only
be nonzero at frequencies for which

Zb~n,z!1Zf~n,z!50, ~21!

while P(n,z) can only be nonzero at frequencies for which

Yb~n,z!1Yf~n,z!50, ~22!

whereYb51/Zb and Yf51/Zf . Barring any pole-zero can-
cellations, it can be shown that the solutions to both Eqs.

FIG. 1. Concatenated tube model of the vocal tract.

FIG. 2. Discrete-time implementation of a concatenated tube model of the
vocal tract.
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~21! and ~22! are given by the resonant frequencieszm .
Equation~21! is sometimes called the ‘‘series impedance’’
method of calculating resonant frequencies, and Eq.~22! is
called the ‘‘parallel admittance’’ method.

The series impedance method may be used for any
vocal-tract geometry, and with any assumed distribution of
losses. The Levinson–Durbin recursion is much more com-
putationally efficient than the series impedance method, but
it has only been shown to be useful for two particular distri-
butions of losses. Specifically, the Levinson–Durbin recur-
sion assumes that all of the vocal-tract boundaries are loss-
less except for a single matched-impedance termination,
which may be placed at either the lips or the glottis~Furui,
1989!. For convenience, this article uses the term ‘‘DMI
model’’ to mean a vocal-tract model which is lossless except
for a single matched-impedance termination at the glottis. In
the DMI model, the radiation impedance and glottal imped-
ance are given by

Z050, Zg5ZN , ~23!

whereZN is as given in Eq.~2!. The corresponding reflection
coefficients are

k0521, kg50. ~24!

With this matched-impedance termination, the energy
lost by the vocal tract is

loss spectrum5 1
2ZguB~z!u2, ~25!

where

B~z![UN
2~z!5z2NA~z21!S~z!. ~26!

Further details of the Levinson–Durbin recursion are given
elsewhere~O’Shaughnessy, 1987; Furui, 1989!; to under-
stand the derivations in this article, it is sufficient to know
that the algorithm results in the distribution of losses speci-
fied by Eqs.~23!–~26!.

The line spectral frequencies~LSFs! are typically de-
fined as the resonant frequencies of two variants of the DMI
model ~Furui, 1989!. Both modified models are created by
first calculating the cross-sectional areasFn of the DMI
model using the Levinson–Durbin recursion, and then creat-
ing a new model which has the sameFn , and the same
lossless termination at the lips, but a different glottal termi-
nation.

In the first modified model, which we may call the ‘‘Q
model,’’ the glottal impedance is set toZg50. From Eq.~5!
a glottal impedance ofZg50 results in a glottal reflection
coefficient ofkg51. Combining information from Eqs.~6!,
~16!, and~26!, the forward-going wave at the left end of the
N tube is shown to be

UN
1~z!5E~z!2B~z!5Q~z!S~z!, ~27!

Q~z![A~z!2z2NA~z21!. ~28!

The resonances of this system are the frequencies at which
S(z) can be nonzero even whenUN

1(z) is zero. This condi-
tion is met at frequenciesqi for which Q(ejqi)50. Q(z) can
be factored as

Q~z!5 )
i 50

N21

~12ejqiz21!, ~29!

where the frequenciesqi are real numbers, 0<qi,2p, and
satisfy the following symmetry condition:

qi5H 0 i 50

2p2q~N2 i ! 1< i<N21.
~30!

In the second modified model, which we may call the
‘‘ R model,’’ the glottal impedance is set toZg5`. From Eq.
~5!, a glottal impedance ofZg5` results in a glottal reflec-
tion coefficient ofkg521; thus,

UN
1~z!5E~z!1B~z!5R~z!S~z!, ~31!

R~z![A~z!1z2NA~z21!. ~32!

The resonances of this system are the real frequenciesr i at
which R(ejr i)50. R(z) can be factored as

R~z!5 )
i 50

N21

~12ejr iz21!, ~33!

where the frequenciesr i satisfy

r i52p2r ~N212 i ! , 0< i<N21. ~34!

The line spectral frequenciesqi andr i are a unique and
invertible representation of the polynomialA(z). They are
real, and, if and only if 1/A(z) is stable, they are ordered
according to the interlacing property~Sugamura and Itakura,
1981; Soong and Juang, 1984!

05q0,r 0,q1,¯,qN21,r N21,2p. ~35!

The interlacing property of the LSFs is useful in speech cod-
ing and speech synthesis. A speech-synthesis filter con-
structed from quantized LSFs~in speech coding!, or from
LSFs linearly interpolated between two phoneme targets~in
speech synthesis!, is guaranteed to be stable if and only if the
quantized LSFs obey Eq.~35!.

II. FORM OF THE GLOTTAL DRIVING-POINT
IMPEDANCE

The purpose of this letter is to prove the following theo-
rem.

A. Theorem

The glottal driving-point impedance of the discrete
matched-impedance vocal-tract model is given by

Zdp,g~z!52H
Q~z!

R~z!
, ~36!

whereQ(z) andR(z) are the LSF polynomials given in Eqs.
~28! and ~32!, andH is a real constant.

This section proves that the driving-point impedance is
the ratio of two polynomials inz21, and that the roots of the
numerator and denominator alternate. Section III proves that
the numerator polynomial isQ(z) and the denominator poly-
nomial isR(z).

Consider applying the series impedance method@Eq.
~21!# to the DMI model at the positionxN52Nl ~the left
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end of theNth tube section!. The ‘‘back cavity’’ ~the cavity
to the left of xN) has zero length, but it has a finite, real-
valued impedance

Zb~N,z!5Zg . ~37!

The front cavity~the cavity to the right ofxN) consists of the
entire vocal tract except the glottal termination, soZf(N,z)
is appropriately called the glottal driving-point impedance

Zdp,g~z!5Zf~N,z!. ~38!

In the DMI model, all boundaries to the right of the glottis
are lossless, so the glottal driving-point impedance is a pure
reactance with zero-bandwidth poles and zeros.

In order to prove Eq.~36! it is necessary to invoke Fos-
ter’s reactance theorem~Foster, 1924!. The following re-
statement of the theorem is based on the analysis of Foster’s
theorem by Guillemin~1935!.

B. Foster’s reactance theorem

The most general form of the driving-point impedance
of any finite network of positive-valued lossless inductors
and capacitors is

Z̃dp,M~ j V!

5 j H̃
~V22V0

2!~V22V2
2!~V22V4

2!¯~V22V2M22
2 !

V~V22V1
2!~V22V3

2!¯~V22V2M23
2 !

,

~39!

whereH̃ and M are real constants determined by the prob-
lem, and

0<V0,V1,V2,¯,V2M22,`. ~40!

Foster’s reactance theorem is frequently applied in
acoustic phonetic analysis; for example, the analysis of na-
sals by Fujimura~1962! depends on the alternating property
of the poles and zeros as given in Eq.~40!. In order to rig-
orously apply Foster’s theorem to the DMI model, however,
it is first necessary to equate the DMI model with the limit-
ing case of a finite network of inductors and capacitors.

Consider dividing each of the tubes in the DMI model
into many smaller tubes, each of lengthdx, as shown in Fig.
3. If the second and higher derivatives of flow and pressure
within each tiny tube section are considered negligible, then
each of the tiny tube sections may be approximated using the
discrete ladder section shown in Fig. 3. The constitutive
equations of the ladder section are

DŨ~x,s!5sCnP̃~x,s!, Cn[
Fndx

rc2 , dx<x1nl< l ,

~41!

D P̃~x,s!5sLnŨ~x,s!, Ln[
rdx

Fn
, dx<x1nl< l ,

~42!

As the number of ladder sections approaches infinity,dx ap-
proaches zero, and Eqs.~41! and ~42! approach the acoustic
constitutive equations of the DMI model. Guillemin~1935!
shows that the driving-point impedance of the network
shown in Fig. 3 is of the form given in Eq.~39!, with M
equal to the number of ladder sections, and whereZ050
implies V050. The driving-point impedance of the DMI
model is therefore

Z̃dp,g~ j V!5 lim
M→`

Z̃dp,M~ j V!, V050. ~43!

Recall that, because the DMI model is constructed from
a discrete number of length-l tubes,

Z̃dp,g~ j V!5Z̃dp,g~ j V6 j 2pkFs!, k51,2,... . ~44!

Equation~44! requires thatV2i is a zero ofZ̃dp,g( j V) if and
only if V2i62pkFs is also a zero. AsM approaches infinity,
therefore, the poles and zeros ofZ̃dp,M( j V) must approach
the periodic repetition of a finite set of ‘‘base-band’’ poles
and zeros; thus,

lim
M→`

Z̃dp,M~ j V!5 j H̃ )
k52`

`

)
i 50

N21
V2V2i12pkFs

V2Q2i 1112pkFs
,

~45!

where the base-band pole and zero frequencies are defined
such that

05V0,V1,V2,¯,V2N21,2pFs , ~46!

Vm52pFs2V2N2m , 1<m<2N21. ~47!

Equation~45! may be simplified by applying the infinite
product expansion of a sine, yielding

Z̃dp,g~ j V!5 j H̃ )
i 50

N21 sinS V2V2i

2Fs
D

sinS V2V2i 11

2Fs
D . ~48!

Replacing sine functions by complex exponentials and not-
ing thatz5ej V/Fs yields the discrete-time impedance

Zdp,g~z![Z̃dp,g~ j V!52H )
i 50

N21
12z21ej V2i /Fs

12z21ej V2i 11 /Fs
, ~49!

where, by making use of Eq.~47! H is shown to be

FIG. 3. A continuous hard-walled one-dimensional acoustic resonator, such
as the DMI model, may be approximated to arbitrary precision using a

discrete ladder network as shown here.Ũ(x,s) is the average of the flow
through the twoLx/2 elements.
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H52 j H̃ expS j

2Fs
(
i 50

N21

~V2i 112V2i !D 5H̃. ~50!

III. POLES AND ZEROS OF THE GLOTTAL
DRIVING-POINT IMPEDANCE

Remember that, by applying the series impedance
method to the DMI model atxN52Nl, one obtains a front
cavity whose impedance isZdp,g(z), and a back cavity
whose impedance is

Zb~N,z!5Zg . ~51!

The frequencies of the poles and zeros ofZdp,g(z) can
be calculated by constructing modified vocal-tract models in
which Zb(N,z) is replaced by values which happen to be
more convenient for the problem at hand. Notice, for ex-
ample, that the zeros ofZdp,g(z) are the roots of the equation

01Zdp,g~z!50. ~52!

Comparing Eqs.~52! and~21!, we discover that the zeros of
Zdp,g(z) are also the resonances of a modified vocal-tract
model in which

Zf~N,z!5Zdp,g~z!, Zb~N,z!50. ~53!

Equation~53! is satisfied by theQ model introduced in Sec.
I. The zeros ofZdp,g(z) are therefore the resonances of theQ
model, which are given by

V2i /Fs5qi , ~54!

where the frequenciesqi are defined in Eq.~29!.
In a similar manner, the poles ofZdp,g(z) are also the

roots of the equation

01Ydp,g~z!50, ~55!

whereYdp,g(z)51/Zdp,g(z). Comparing Eqs.~55! and ~22!
we discover that the poles ofZdp,g(z) are the resonances of
a modified vocal-tract model in which

Yf~N,z!5Ydp,g~z!, Yb~N,z!50. ~56!

Equation~56! is satisfied by theR model introduced in Sec.
I. The poles ofZdp,g(z) are therefore

V2i 11 /Fs5r i , ~57!

wherer i are given by Eq.~33!.
By combining Eqs.~49!, ~54!, and~57!, we obtain

Zdp,g~z!52H )
i 50

N21
12ejqiz21

12ejr iz21 52H
Q~z!

R~z!
, ~58!

which proves the theorem given in Eq.~36!.
As a corollary to the main theorem, notice that Eq.~40!

dictates that the poles and zeros ofZdp,g(z) must alternate,
and that therefore

05q0,r 0,q1,¯,qN21,r N21,2p. ~59!

Guillemin’s analysis~1935! of Foster’s reactance theorem

shows that the poles and zeros of the driving-point imped-
ance fail to alternate if and only if the circuit contains at least
one negative inductor (Ln,0) and at least one negative ca-
pacitor (Cn,0). Negative-valued reactances cannot be real-
ized using passive physical elements—in particular, Eqs.
~41! and ~42! show that negative-valued reactances corre-
spond to negative cross-sectional areas in the vocal-tract
model. Negative reactances can be modeled in a digital
simulation, but since the DMI model contains a single posi-
tive resistance~the glottal resistance!, negative reactances are
a sufficient and necessary condition for instability of the cir-
cuit. Thus, the well-known interlacing property of the LSFs
~Sugamura and Itakura, 1981; Soong and Juang, 1984! may
be restated as a corollary of Eq.~36!.

A. Corollary „interlacing property of the LSFs …

The following conditions are equivalent:

~a! The LSFs are interlaced@Eq. ~59!#.
~b! The cross-sectional areasFn in the DMI model are

everywhere positive.
~c! The transfer functionT(z)51/A(z) is stable.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

This letter demonstrates that the glottal driving-point im-
pedance of the standard DMI model is proportional to
Q(z)/R(z), where Q(z) and R(z) are the standard LSF
polynomials.

In this way, a new definition of the LSFs is proposed:
the LSFs are the poles and zeros of the glottal driving-point
impedance of a discrete matched-impedance vocal-tract
model. This new definition is more concise than any previ-
ous definition. The new definition also allows practitioners to
think about the LSFs using a type of physical reasoning
which was not previously possible. For example, Sec. III
shows that the well-known interlacing property of the LSFs
may be proven using a circuit theorem known as Foster’s
reactance theorem, which is frequently applied in acoustic
phonetic analysis.
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